
Ryan Bross   8:05 PM 
Move to open? 

 
jess  8:05 PM 
2nd 

 
Ryan Bross   8:06 PM 
It should be a quick one tonight/ 

 
Jon Light  8:06 PM 
Lets do it 

 
Ryan Bross   8:06 PM 
Old Items 
-election 
-membership due collection 

8:07 
@jess  what’s the election update? 

 
jess  8:07 PM 
If you haven't sent me your bio and why your the best person for your potential spot,  please do so. 

 
jess  8:08 PM 
I will also need a photo. I'll need it by Sunday. 

 
Ryan Bross   8:08 PM 
Do we have a plan for the Q&As? 

 
jess  8:08 PM 
When should we ask questions for the Q&A? Should we ask now or after the candidates are released? 

 
Ryan Bross   8:09 PM 
After candidates are announced. Anything else? 

 
jess  8:10 PM 
I don't think so.... I'll chime in as usual if I remember anything. 

 
Ryan Bross   8:10 PM 
Thanks. @Jon Light , do you have an update/idea for membership dues collection? 

 
Jon Light  8:11 PM 
I am still putting the finishing touches on the list and I will email that out later this week. I can take some 
time to highlight some of the potential pros and cons and relative costs of each though. They are all 
different in their own ways.  

 
Ryan Bross   8:13 PM 
Thanks Jon. 

 
Ryan Bross   8:13 PM 
A lot use the xxxxx app (@Kirsten did I get the name right) 

Kirsten  1 day ago 
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Yes 

 
Ryan Bross   8:14 PM 
It has a lot of features but since its free I'm very cautious to how they can keep it free. 

Kirsten  1 day ago 
Devin did a demo, but unfortunately, they didn't record it and I believe the notes got lost in Slack. 

 
Ryan Bross   8:15 PM 
I think we could realistically do membership on a separate service than the shop. 
So if the xxxxx plug in fits our needs, moving just membership there could work. 

 
Jon Light  8:16 PM 
If we do xxxxx we may want to consider moving our whole storefront there 

Its the same thing as big cartel and im 90% sure you can attatch stripe to it 

It would be more work for me than anything to make the move 

 
Ryan Bross   8:16 PM 
I think so too. But it wouldn't have to be an immediate move. 

 
Mike Blankemeyer  8:16 PM 
Could xxxxx be an alternative to ticket leap too? 

Jon Light  1 day ago 
That i do not know 

Ryan Bross   1 day ago 
See if there’s event options. 

Jon Light  1 day ago 
Ill check it out 

 

Jon Light  8:16 PM 
I feel you i dont think the switch would be that jarring 

 
Ryan Bross   8:16 PM 
They also have full store migration options between the two. 

 
Jon Light  8:17 PM 
Sick that might be the best option ill try and get some pricing together for next week 

 
Ryan Bross   8:19 PM 
We can take another look at xxxxx which has a mix of all our needs but also stuff we may not need 

 
Jon Light  8:19 PM 
Thats what i keep running into cant find the one that checks all the boxes 

8:20 
Always a con somewhere but we will make a call regardless i think we should definitely do a trial run with 
committed members this year and make the full switch after that 

8:20 
Maybe pick 50 people or whatever 

 
Ryan Bross   8:20 PM 
xxxxx is a full concrete store POS and e-commerce with website hosting so it might be overkill. 
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8:21 
New Items 
-Board Roles 

8:21 
Over the next few weeks, we should look to make sure all board roles will be covered in 2024. ISC Voting 
Rep will be vacated when Jess's term is up. 

If you can think of a job, you do that’s not specific to your Board position, please email Jess, Kirsten, and 
I. 

 
Jon Light  8:23 PM 
Can we also clearly define roles within the board on our website it is really out of date. No mention of 
merch or gameday coordinator at all 

8:24 
Also there are board spots on our website that are no filled marketing and it mentions chief capos 

 
Ryan Bross   8:24 PM 
Yes. Once we get the full list, we can update that portion of the site with the new org chart. 

I’ve noticed there’s different board positions that show up depending on how you get to the board page. 

 
Jon Light  8:25 PM 
Its weird and confusing tbh lol 

 
Ryan Bross   8:25 PM 
Definitely, Anything else? 

 
Kelsey Luckenbach  8:26 PM 
Nope 

 
Ryan Bross   8:27 PM 
Move to close? 

 
jess  8:28 PM 
2nd 
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